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Andrea Schild & Berno Z'Brun

www.russlandreisen.ch

Intercultural mediation and organisation of stays
for expats and their partners in Kaluga
Our services are designed for foreign companies who already have business contacts in
Kaluga and plan short- or long-term stayss for their workers and expats in Kaluga. We
organise accommodation,
ccommodation, transport in and around Kaluga, transfer of the airport in Moscow,
town excursions with practical information about the future stay in the city,
city mediation of the
Russian culture, introduction to the everyday
everyd life, mediation
iation of contacts, lessons of Russian
language to break the ice etc.
For the partners of expats with long term stays we have a special programme called "cultural
mediation an integration - Kaluga" which is helping them with different cultural and social
activities to integrate into the life in Kaluga and offers accessibility
accessibility around the clock for
everyday life questions and urgent problems.

We are Andrea Schild and Berno Z'Brun. Andrea Schild has a licentiate degree in slavic
studies with the main subject Russian literature
iterature and minor subject anthropology.
anthropolog Berno
Z'Brun has a bachelor degree in Economic and Business Administration and in primary
school teaching.

We live since 2009 in Kaluga and are involved in different social projects and charitable
foundations. We do intercultural mediation for expats and their partners.
partner Beside that we
organize voyages into the Russian province for European tourists, work as journalists and are
active in cultural exchange between Russia and Switzerland by organis
organising concert tours and
language learning trips. Thanks to this different activities we are well linked with social and
cultural institutions, universities and private organisations in Kaluga.

For over 15 years we intensely deal with Russia and it's culture and language
la
and have
acquired by our many-sided
sided activities intercultural and language competences
competence which we use
for the work as cultural mediators.
mediator We speak fluently German, Russian, French and English.

You find our contact information in the footer. We will be pleased to help you with your stay
in Kaluga.
Andrea Schild (lic. phil. in Slavistic Studies)
S

Tel. 8 915 896 58 89

Berno Z’Brun (BBA)

Tel. 8 910 544 78 52

russlandreisen@bluewin.ch

